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ABSTRACT: New model concepts are being intensively discussed in
transport planning" AZthough the beliej'was once
widespread that the so-called disaggregate models
were the only promising approaches ,for the future~
it has since been proven in a number of' empirical
studies~ that the assumptions concern{ng behaviour
which are made in these mode la do not always stand
up to the test of reality" On the other hand, although
it was generaUy accepted that the more qualitat'£veZy
oriented modelling attempts couZd better explain
hehav'iour, one frequenUy heard the argument that it
was difficult to apply these modets for practical
planning problems However3 if these approaches are
abZe to e:x:plain behaviour reaListicaUY3 then one
"sirrrply" needs an appropriate model concept in order
to integrate this improved understanding in practical
planning" The situatlanal approach is a concept of
this sort; -it has also proven its abiUty to be
practically appl-ied -in the vaPious concrete situations
where it was used. Were this model approach to be more
w-idely applied3 one aould gain important insights as
to how it might be f'urther improved,
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Situational App:r'oach

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MODELS OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAVIOUR

By the mid '70s, an inter'national discontent had arisen with
the models generally used for transportation planning" New, behavioural.
ly oriented approaches started to dominate the discussion among people
involved in transportation research" While the standard four stage
transportation demand models had depicted the ioeational change of the
individual as the "basic transportation situation", and statistically
combined these into trip patterns, the new approach focused on the in
dividual as being ernpedded in a complex social and materialenviron
rnent" The notion that out-af-house mobility is not an end in itself,
but rather serves as a means for individuals to participate in activi
ties which canno"t or should not take place in their direct neighbor
hoods was of far-reaching consequences for further research .. It made it
necessary to change from a mobility or trip survey to a method of de
termining out-af-house actiVity patterns" Since the analysis of
patterns quickly showed that an individual's activity pattern is not
only influenced by his own autonomous decisions, but also by the other
members of the household within which an individual lives, it became
necessazy to include entire households in empirical surveys,

While researcher's tx:'ied to include more up-ta-date insights
concerning reasons for out~of-house mobility in the conception and im
plementation of empix:'ical surveys, attempts were simultaneously made
to better understand out-of-house behaviour, its origin and vaz:'iabili
ty .. The degree to. which a model was able to explain behaviouI became
a criteria with which to jUdge the quality of a model ..

This development not only led to new interpretations of the
widespread model philosophies, but also led to a greater variety of
the conceptual approaches used" A confusion of tenninology qUickly re
sulted" The teX:ffi rldisaggregate models 11 was initially used to r'efer' to
the entire new development - as contrasted with the "aggr'egate models"
which had been used up until then" Nowadays, the prior term is general
ly used only when referring to a particular type of approach within
the new development" In a thorough review of these problems, WERMUTH (1)
tr'ied to untangle this Babylonian confusion. He classified the terms
under the heading of "individual behaVioural models ll

" Wermuth claimed
that the explanatory value of models using an lIeconometric approach"
and the "concept of behaViourally homogeneous groups" are inferior to
the models which use the so-called " s ituational approach ll (2),

BASIC ASPECTS OF THE SITUATIONAL APPROACH

To put it somewhat simplistically, this approach assumes that
the individual is given a certain number of options by his environment;
this is the objective situation .. The options which an individual has
to choose from are determined by:

o the material supply of the transport infrastructux:e;

o the constraints and options of the individual and his household
which can be sociodemographically deduced;

o the social values, norms and opinions relevant to transport
behaviour,
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EXPLANATION

SITUATIONAL APPROACH AND MODE CHOICE

The situational app:c'oach not only assumes that individual
(behavioural) situations determine individual options, but also that
individual decisions concerning behaviom:' are made by_:using a sub
jective logic which is very different from that of the r'esearcher
or politician" However, this does not mean that individuals act
irrationally - only that rationality is SUbjective" Furthermore,
the mechanisms of this subjective rationality are highly complex
and have not yet been studied' in depth (3).

Each individual experiences these "objective" situations
uniquely., Thus, individually diffe:cing subj ective situations result"
These subjective situations include variables from each of the three
areas referred to above" They diffel:° from objective situations in
that the individual's perception is either consciously or uncon~

sciously distorted" An individual's decisions are always made in
subjective situations,

If one wants to understand tl:ansportation behaviour, it is
necessary to re-instate the chain of "objective situation - personal
perception - subjective situation - individual decision - behaviour""
In order to influence transportation behaviour, every link of this
chain can be altered - by using different methods"

If one analyzes mode choice using the situational analysis
(4), then one can, to over'-simplify a bit, differentiate between
three different g:c'oups of users:

o Persons unable to change to a diff"erent mode due to a lack
of "objective" possibilities or due to constraints which are
difficult to alter ("externally determined")"

o Persons who can basically use another alternative, but for whom
these alternatives do not seem to be actual subjective options,
since the persons are either insufficiently informed as to their
options, perceive the alternative modes poorly or have a negative
attitude toward these modes ("subjectively dete:rmined") °

o Persons who subjectively consider the available alternatives to
be real options, but nevertheless, do not use the alternatives
("persons with options rl) "

DIAGRAM 1

By using this simplified model structure, it is possible to
construct an initial important instrument of analysis - the so-called
explanatory tree, which as depicted below, shows behaviour on a con
crete sampling day:
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DYNAMISATION

DIAGRAM 2

Such a structure only makes it possible to forecast behavioural
changes when the number of objective options is increased" Measul:'es
never affect behaviour directly but only the pertinent situational
groups and thereby exercise only an indirect influence on any behavi
oural changes .. The measure discussed here, for' instance, only affects
situational group B and here only members of the sub-group E would
actually be influenced in their behaviour ..

All observed
journeys

A mOl:'e detailed analysis of the individual situations that
determine specific behaviour very quickly reveals that the determination i:
of situations as described does, in fact, satisfactorily explain 'l:.

survey day behaviour, but cannot be gener'alised to cover all situations" '
That is, yes and no categories are insufficient" One must allow such
categories as, "Yes, under certain circumstances "",," or "Not unless
This step, which is known as " sensitisation", is necessary because the
situation given on the day of sampling frequently reflects only a
fraction of his general range of options" The external conditions affec- "
ting this intermediate group are subject to change since they are of
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This structu;re explains the observed mode choice in the case
of groupsB, C and 0; by means of "objective ll variables fol:' group B
and "subjective" for groups C and D" The simplified model structure
shown is thus capable of establishing beyond any doubt the factors de
termining the choice made on the specific day that behaviour was mea
sured; in this form, however I it is not very suitable for_ demonstJ;'ating
individual behaviou,ral scope should a change occur in the given situ
ation (through planned measures, for example), Some measure might be
imagined, although admittedly utopian, whereby a~l people who had no
"objective options" on the day of sampling would be offered such
options" Such a measure would not, however, incl:'ease the number of
options for all individuals, but only fOl:' those individuals who do not
reject the new alternatives for subjective reasons"

Situational Approach

In order to build a model which is really sensitive to measuresj
all the situational dimensions in their entirety must be taken into
consideration for each individual, even if they are irrelevant or only
marginally relevant to behaviour observed on the survey day" When the
explanatory tree of the situational groups is made dynamic, the follow
ing diagram results:
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APPLICATION OF THE SITUATIONAL APPROACH

BRtlG

When using the situational approach, individual out-ef-house
activities must be combined to form activity patterns and these must
be I:'eflected in the situational context of the given households" HEGGIE,
JONES, DIX and others war'king fo:r the TSU did much of the initial re
search in this ar'ea for the field of transportation. They established
the idea of a household-oriented activity pattern and improved the
approach by using such terms as substitution, reorganisation and flex
ibility.. (5) Travel behaviour could thus be better understood and
explained"

If activity-oriented thinking is to be integrated in the sit
uational approach to design a behavioural model for mode choice, then
a ~umber of very specific problems must be solved" (6) The solutions
presented in the p:r:esent paper are still imperfect and are by no means
comprehensive.. More researoh is needed" Since transportation planners
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Classification in one or more of these threshold value groups
thus means tha~ an alternative mode can only be used for a concrete
trip under specific conditions.,

Diagram 3, which depicts a. more detailed situational tree,
takes the fact into consideration that the mode choice of the members
of groups G, H and I is not firmly determined, but depends upon the
specific conditions pertaining on particular days. When only empirical
ly measured status quo data are included, this I'lsensibilisation poten
tial" cannot be identified.

DIAGRAM 3

temporary nature or different at different times" People in such
situations are referred to as "threshold value groups 11 "

There ar'e qUite a number of such thr'eshold values that can
constitute different options according to current conditions" For
example:
o I'objective alter'natives" can change from day to day since the

family car is not always available:
o I'subjective alternativesl'l can depend upon such factors as the

weather or if a person is in a rush.
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Perception of the Situational Context

Persons perceive their situations subjectively and not
ly" (7) But since subjectively experienced situations determine
haviour, a r'ealistic model must also (be able to) include

perceived variables" This means that one must always Stt:;U~:d;:Y~O~~';tl~:~~~~:structure to see how it is reflected in the individual IT

Therefore, perception is one of the keys with which to relate the
structure to the microstructure. However, one should not forget that
perception has not yet been compr'ehensively enough studied to explainSUfficiently"

Trips cannot be viewed in isolation, but must always be seen
in relationship to trip chains, activity patterns and the activity
programs of individuals and their households"

The Situational Context

require data which deal with trips, the basic unit of a model
choice must be the specific trip made by the individual"

Trips are not made in a vacuum" If mobility is to beeo;:~:~;'~~;~1
understood, then all those factors must be identified which c
to determining behaviour in ~ituational contexts" It is never
cient to simply Use sociodemographic variables even if these
are interpreted in r'elationship to some of the characteristics
given infrastructure"

Situational Approach

The Individual Trip as a Derived Demand

Explaining Observed Behaviour

If one wishes to explain the mobility behaviour which has been
observed, it is necessary to classify the given SUbjective behavioural
situations into those dimensions which are responsible for determining
behaviour" However, since the r'easons causing out-'of-house mobiJ.lity
are highly complex, (8) different dimensions must be selected taking
the feasability of their application into consideration" It presently
seems (9) that seven dimensions are suf~icient to design an individual
oriented behavioural model for mode choice" These dimensions are:

o existence of objective option of choosing an alternative mode;

o constraints which do (not) per'mit use of alternatives;

o degree to which informed about alternatives;

o importance of travel time for mode choice; perception of travel time
with mode used and with alternative modes;

o importance of travel costs for mode choice; perception of travel
costs with mode used and with alter'native modes;

o importance of service and comfort; perception of this for mode used
and for alternative modes;
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(other) attitudes toward alternative modes"

Behaviour is not temporally constant" This means that the
behaviour obseIved on one day will not necessarily be repeated on the
following day. Although this has long been recognized as a problem
by persons involved in transportation research, it is a problem which
has yet to be solved. Usually, one attempts to circumvent this prob
lem by collecting information on variables which are of importance
over a longer' period of time. However, this is not only costly, but
methodologically difficult" Although,the latter problem is perhaps
even more important than the former, it is rarely considered" "Sensi
tisation", which was developed for use in the situational approach
offers an alternative solution which is of almost equal value" By
defining threshold groups, those trips in each dimension can be identi
fied for which the factors influencing mode choice differ at different
times" The behaviour is thereby "generalized""
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At this point, it becomes clear that such an approach is only
possible if each situation is individually considered and is not syn
thesized in the models" This is import,ant because it is the individual
interrelationship of the different categories and threshold values
which makes it possible to identify those options which are actually
available" An "individualized" appxoach of this sort also makes it
possible to identify those persons whose decision-making situations
are comparable" These decision-making situations are the fir'st key
to aggregation - which is naturally also necessary in this type of
model approach"

Fox'min~uational Groups

Situational groups are the basis for this type of aggregation"
Situational gIOUpS and situational contexts are comparable" They have
to do with trip categories, not persons. Situational groups have a
deterministic nature if certain types of behaviour are impossible due
to the given conditions - irrespective of whether or not individuals
might "wish" to use a certain mode to make their trips" Most of the
decisions made by persons in the different situational groups.are detenrined
either by objective reasons (no alternative), personal reasons (car
needed at work), or by subjective reasons (persons insufficiently in
formed or "dislike" a specific mode). But usually, the use of an al
ter'native mode is subjectively as well as objectively possible for at
least a number of the remaining trips. The persons in this latter
situational group (the group with options) define the maximum potential
for changed behaviour given status quo conditions"

The "Individualisation" of the Decision-Making Situation

"Generalized" Behaviour

If each trip and the activities related to this trip is
properlY analyzed in relationship to the activity pattern and the
activity program, then the result is that the pertinent behaviour 
in this case, mode choice - can be accurately explained. It is thus
obviOUS that the dimensions referred to above consist of a large num
ber of single variables,
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Situational Appr'oach

The Impact of Measures

Situational groups not only explain behaviour, but also givei;
one a basis upon which measures can be planned and thei:r effects esti,;,l
ma-ted" This is possible because the effect of all dimensions is de- 
termined for' each trip" Since a changed transportation supply always
only directly influences the decision-making situation, while it in
fluences the resulting behaviour only indirectly, such a method makes
it possible to identify those situations which can be changed for ,,'~
particular trips by implementing certain measures -or, to put thisl
more concretely - which trips in the situational group with no options;
can be transferred into the group with options" The so-called "dynarn";j
isation" which is necessary here, tells one how large the maximum po- 
tential for reaction is for a planned rneaSUl:'e which is to be studied"

Individual Responsiveness

Persons who have options can change their behaviour, Howevet,0
this far from means that they will, in fact, change their behaviour"
Thus, it is important to know how likely it is that a person with an
option will actually change his behaviour" Therefore, the model
structure combines probabilistic approaches with deterministic approac~
However, since behavioural changes are a r:esult of subjective ration-;
ali ty, they cannot be compar:'ed with the use of utility functions in
an econometric approach, for example"

Inclusion of All Possible Reactions

When trips are related to activity patterns and activity pl:'O
grams, then it is not only possible to register changes in mode used,
but also changes in destination, the fact that a trip is simply not
made, and the possible effects on the activity patterns of the other:
members of the household" This is done for all of the different
situational gr:oups"

The Multi-Effects of Measures

Many diffel:'ent types of measures can influence the various
dimensions in the situational groups" Thus, a new public transit
system can offer service which is not only more comfortable, but also
faster. Wise planning will insure that these advantages are well
advertised" It is possible to identify the effect which this bundle
of measures has on a situationa! group, as well as the effect which
an isolated measure has on the situational group. Thus, it is possibl~
to at least roughly forecast the impact which a PR campaign, for: insta~
would have on ridership" I

Longer-Term Adaptations

Measures of different sorts frequently influence not only the
status quo conditions, but also have a more long term impact, Al
though no model makes it possible to definitively identify the long
term impact of a measure, the situational approach makes it possible
to at least estimate the scope of potential changes (such as the max
imum effect which a change in attitude is likely to have on behaviour)
and can thus make it possible to suggest the types of measures which
should be introduced in the future"
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As a result, when the situational approach is used, the quality
and contents of the concrete model structure must always be impr'oved"
"The most important argument her'e is that the methods of counting, con
structing models and statistical calculations are not the most natural
and important methods which can be used by scientific research to show
human inteI'action" " ( 14)

A NEW WAY OF THINKING

BROG

Collecting Concrete Data for Transportation Planning

Simultaneously, the decision-making behaviour of the individual
retains its original, human dimension, a dimension which is usually
lost in the widespread econometric models" "The behavioural supposi
tions which are the basis for the calculation of quantitative variables
have their origin in the extreme reduction of human psychology to the
one norm of maximum utlizatiOi1. Man has become •., .nothing more than a
rationalizing, decision frantic caricature of himself concerned only
with maximum utiJ.1ization,," (13)

Two comments are to complete this discussion., First, one must
emphasize the fact that, up until now, behavioural models have been
most important as betteI analytical instruments. In order to fOIecast
the number of persons using transpoI't networks in concrete situations 
such as, for example, the population structure in the year 2000 - be
havioural models will always need to work with more "conventional"
approaches. Furthermore, they have their limits as do all methods of
forecasting - unfortunately, they are not clairvoyant. However, if
bne sees forecasting as a method to reduce uncertainties, then it would
be wise to better explain the reasons which cause persons to act as
they do, and to make this information available to planners ..

However, such newer model approaches are only possible if the
canon of empirical survey methods which has been used up until now
is considerably expanded" (10)

This identity cannot be adequately understood by simply using
the sociodemographic variables so frequently offered in secondary
statistics; the "widesp:r:ead practice of developing and empirically
testing hypotheses relating certain sociological variables such as
class, education, etc", to human behaviouI,1I (12) is a fail":proof
method of misinterpreting human behaviour"

It is obvious that the arguments presented above are overly
simplified" But this paper does not wish to describe a perfected
theory, but rather, a basic way of thinking. This new "philosophy"
is characterized by the reflection that expected,changes in behaviour
cannot be calculated by using aggregates and aggregate segments, but
must rather take account of individual behavioural changes in light of
actual circumstances" This is possible because this approach maintains
the individual as the basic unit and considers his formal and informal,
objective and subjective options without using a model structure which
assumes that a peI'son I s behaviour is predetermined. "Man is no longer
considered to be an economic machine", in this philosophy, "but ratheI:
an interacting and communicating subject." .,whose values are not fixed
but can be influenced and changed." (11) OI', to put it differently,
the "perforrning ll subject is deemed to be a unique individual"
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Situational Approach

--------.~
i
I
!

If one wishes to study this empirical world, them one needs
a ver:y special ~ind of research methodology" The lIclassic" scientif~t!
approach, in which specific hypotheses are usually tested, is usuall~;:j
not very successful in its analysis of the empirical world.. This,~
classic scientific approach "is based on an 'as if I concept; i "e .. '}(I.
one approaches the empirical world as if it has this or that appear-:-,:
ance, and then one draws specific, limiting conclusions about what on~
should observe if the empirical world were really as one had thought,ti
it to be, and then one checks to see if the conclusions one has draw~
are really to be found in the empirical world., 11 (20)'~
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liThe artificial interpretation of r'eality" induced by this
manneJ: of thinking, "which is represented in the currently common
theoretical, methodological and abstract approaches, leads to the
sca:r:'city of models which are able to explain human behaviour,," (16) ,S
As a J:'esult, it can be certified that "sociology increasingly withd:r:e~t
from the social world and constructed a I sociological world I whoseJ
relationship to the actually existing social world is so questionable~
(17) Hi

Social researcher's have realized this and ar:'e now increaSinglY!
trying to return to the "real" object of t'esear:ch - the actual social}t,
world" "For empirical science, reality exists only in the empiricaL}f
world and can only be sought and verified in this empirical world" n(1~
However, the empirical world is highly complex" It "consists of the~
group life of individuals - their personal and collective experiences~
and actions when they become active within theit given life styles. 4
includes the b:x:'Oad scope of their interrelated activities which arise~'t
when the activities of one individual influence the actions of others~
And the world includes a great variety of relationships among differe~
persons., ..'To summarize this: the empir:'ical social world is a world>r
of everyday expeJ:'iences, in which we can recognize the surface level~mi
in our own lives and in the lives of other persons.. The life of a},!
human society or any of its parts or any human organization within th~J
society or its members consists of the actions and the experiences of,jj
persons when they experience the situations which occu'!' in their<r
given environments,,"(19)1

'I

The above criticism of the state of the art is by no means
limited only to a criticism of those scientific disciplines involved!
in transport policy making" There has been a t:r;end to fundamentally i
reevaluate the manner in which social reality can be recorded at all
in empirical social research as a whole. For 'many yeaJ:'s I social
scientific research methods adhered as closely as possible to the
methDds used in the natural sciencesi this was blindly accepted"
ever, in recent yeaz:s, this approach has been Widely criticized"
critic stated the problem well and concisely when he said that ,
"When we attempted to attain the status of a natural science, we'll
accepted the latter's theory of cognition, its assumptions abou~ the
nature of knowledge, proper methods to collect data, and the rules
of the scientific methods.. However, our acceptance of the natural
scientific model resulted in problems, for the manner in which this
model divided human behaviour was artificial and did not agree with
the manner in which behaviour was actually observed,," (15)

TRENDS IN EMPIRICAL SOCIAL RESEARCH
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However, communication of this type can only be fruitful if
the empirical social scientist acquaints himself with the problems
and needs of the policy maker and vice versa" For this purpose, it is
necessary to achieve some kind of harmony among the different basic
concepts which deal with an understanding of out-of-:-house behaviour
and the processing of this behaviour in the model structure. The
social scientific trends discussed above could most definetly be a
step in the right direction"

BMG

This approach is all too obviously wrong. Social scientists
"design a method which makes it possible for them to take the

as well as the outer structure of the subject which they are
into consideration" Qualitative methodology makes this

.' . • is an approach which is designed to give verifiable data
the empirical social world.. In order to forecast behaviour, sociolo

must understand the complex processes which cause human inter
However, in order to understand these complex processes,

must gather information on such diverse factors as atti
ci_r<oums,t,m<oes and environment - for these are the factors which

up the respondent1sreal world. " .. To summarize; qualitative method
advocates an approach to study the empirical social world which

that the researcher interpret the actual world from the per-
of the subjects being studied.," (21)

The researchex was har'dly given the opportunity to use such
new model concepts as the situational approach dUI'ing the early 1970s ..
However, in recent yeax's, researchers have had many opportunities to
actually test such models practically. Quite a nunibex of resear'ch
and planning projects have thus already used the model structure de
scribed in this papex', so that results are available" The present
section of the paper ther'efore presents the most impoxtant results
of such research projects in order to show how the situational approach
can be applied to deal with concrete problems.. However, the following
discussion is simply meant to be a summary - a detailed discussion of
all of the result.s of t,he studies would be impossible within the con
fines of the present paper" The following discussion will also discuss
a number of areas which have not yet been dealt with. These are areas
in which further' basic research is urgently needed ..

However, the introduction of these new concepts into empirical
research is not as unproblematical as it may appear to be in

above discussion. The proponents of the new developments discussed
this paper are still clearly in the minority" On the other hand,

or perhaps precisely because of this, these concepts give one the
opportunity to x'each an under'standing with those persons responsible
for making transport policies" Since the approach presented in this
paper concentrates upon those persons actual-ly performing out-of
house activities and their present and future behaviour (which is also
of central interest to transport policy makers), it makes it easier
for the researcher to communicate with the policy maker" (221
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All of the results presented here refer to tr'ips made by
car drivers and take the fact into consideration that these trips are
part of'the individuals' activity patternS (24). For this purpose,
data on the activity patterns of 10,000 persons was collected in aJ
survey of households.. Since it was the goal of the survey to determin@
the potential for public transportation, a subsarnple of households us~
individualized modes was selected" In this subsarnple, in-depth inter71
views were done of 700 households which included about 1,500 persons.,-!
The different variables which influence behaviour were combined in 1
a qualitative processing procedure, The seven different dimensions<\?
which are especially important for determining such behaviour (discuss~
and listed at the beginning of this paper) were used" An aggregate >',;1
interpretation of these dimensions for the behaviouJ::: which was actual~%
observed and foI:' its generalization is depicted in Table 1 which appe~~
on the following page" -I

The study was limited to an investigation of weekday travel
within the specific region dealt with by the study" Thio means, for j!,

instance, that long distance travel was excluded from the study.. Thej
section of the study pr'esently being discussed concluded by determiniri0
the likely reactions and identified responsiveness for the different t
steps of the "scenarios"" The overall effects of different measures'
and the reactions which can be expected to sPecific combinations of *
measures will be discussed in the model for transporation planning"

The first example of a situation in which the approach de
scribed above was applied is a study which was done in Hannover
in which all of the procedures described in the present paper were
stringently adhered to" The vicinity of Hannover, which supportedli
the project, has approximately 1,,1 million inhabitants and is thusr
one of the densely populated areas in the Federal Republic of Germany~
The existence of and further development of a functioning transport:t
infrastructure is of fundamental importance to the further economic f
development of Hannover., Hannover therefore contracted SOCIALDATA
to do a study on the "Transportation AnaLysis and For'ecasting of the.",
Urban Rapid Tr'ain System in the Vicinity of Hannover,," (23) SOCIALD~

used two llscenarios" to study the potential increase in the number d:ifi
passengers using public transportation in Hannover. The time "scenari&,
showed the potential when travel time with public transportation (doorr
to door) decreased by 10%, 20% and 40%" The cost "scenario" showed i
the reactions which were likely if the price for petrol climbed by
50%, 100% and 150%

Further Development of an Urban Public Transport System

Situational Approach

This analysis (Table 1) show how the number of given option~ ,
increases if one gener'alizes behaviour. In an aggregate considerat18nf
one can assume that almost every second car driver trip could poten-.i',·,!
tially be made with public transportation when one considers the posi1.:1
tive attitudes of the car drivers toward public transportation" (Thi~A
is precisely what results when demoscopic methods are used in studies~
However, an U individualisation" of actual options shows that the pres~
public transportation potential - if planned measures which change the,;I
situation have not been introduced - is very much smaller" This is .y,
shown by Table 2 which is depicted on the following page, ]
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Situational Approach

The subdivision used in Table 2 permits one to differentiate ,
between eight situational groups" The groups are symbolized by Roman
numerals. The groups I-VII have a deterministic character in the
(lIgeneralized") status quo" However, every twentieth trip can usually:
not always be made with public transportatio,n" This latter group is
the group with options, represented by Roman numeral VIII..

The measures which were to be studied pertained to travel time"
and travel costs, which - this must once again be emphasi~ed _ wer'e
reflected in the model structure as they were perceived" If one
examines the isolated effect of measures on the pertinent dimensions,
then, by using the "dynamisation", one can determine the maximum po
tential for change and estimate the equivalent responsiveness for this;'
group" See Table 3 and Table 4 below"

o If petrol prices are
increased by 50%

o If petrol prices are
increased by 100%

o If petrol prices are
increased by 150%

Responsiveness in the
ElasticityrIME "Scenario" toward

Potential Reactive coefficientpublic transportation
by car drivers , ,
0 When the time needed

to travel with public
transportation i, re-
duced by 10% 8,8 1,6 0,18

0 When the time i,

{2, 5) *)
reduced by 20' 9,' 0,9 0,27

0 When the time is
reduced by '0% 11 ,6 2,3 (4,8) 0,41

-------------------------- ------------- -~._----------- ------------
'I Cumulative values (some of which have been rounded off)I

1

I Responsiveness in the
cosrs "Scenario" toward

I public transportation
by car dr~vers

I --------------------------
I *) Cumulative values (some
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But the cost "scenario" also shows that there are other' ways
of reacting. These can be deduced by using the model structure for
every single car trip within the context of the given activity patterns
and for all situational groups" (Shown in Table 5 below,,)

ALL USERS OF INDIVIDUAl MODES ... )

111 d)

100,0

(6,1)

100,0

(2,0)

, 00,0

For technical reasons car drivers and car ?assengers are
conSidered as one group here:

Imprecisions caused by rounding off

~ub-group of 'unbalanced trips", in which lal:'ger, scale changes
~n l~ving conditions of ~~e households can be expected which
indirectly cause changes in behaviour. This sub-group ~s not
included in the above depictions of ways of reacting.

(:Extreme diific~lties

wi th adapting)

ways of reacting '0

increased petrol costs by 50% by 100% ... by 150%

, ,
0 Switch '0 publiC

transportation
while destination
remains "'. ,am. 1,1 1 ,5 2,2

0 Swi ten to publiC
transpo~ation and
change destination 0,1 0,1 0,1

0 Other modal chances

- walking 1" ...... 1 1,1 ..... ) 0,0"+)

- bicycle 1 ,a 2,,7 J ,0

- individual modes 0 1 0,2 0 2

0 Other destination
with ,am. mode 0,4 0 6 1 ,2

0 Other reacl;:ions °- , "

0 Trip '0' m.ade 0,3 0,4 a

0 No reactions 94 7 92,3 90 4

TABLE' 5

........ l

.),
H)

It can be shown that reducing travel time r'esults in a much
greater potential for change than increased petrol prices" In the
nalysis of the comparatively small potential, especially in the

a rice uscenario", one must once again refer to the limitations re
~erred to at the beginning of this section" However, the pr'oportion
ate increase in the elasticity coefficients does show that when it
becomes increasingly difficult to use a car, the number of trips made
with public transportation will increase considerably.

Thus, it becomes clear' that "changing to public transportation"
is only one, and a minor, way of reacting" One should also not forget
that: this depiction pertains to tr'ips - i" e", it affects a much larger
number of persons and households. This also applies to trips of
"households in imbalance" which affects households which cannot adapt
to the new situation given their current circumstances" The situa
tional ~ontext of these households must be comprehensively changed
e.g", they must move to a different neighborhood - if the tr'ansit
situation of these households is to be changed. Such changes will
ultimately appear in changes in transport behaviour, as well"
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When one evaluates these results, one should not fOIgetthat
one wishes to use them for forecasting, then the given responsiveness
must be determined for the different potentials" However, as can be
this can be done at any time"

The Hannover study is a perfect example of how the different
types of results which a measure would have can be forecast by using
the situationat approach" The results of combinations of different
SOI:'ts of measuxesis naturally also shown with the situational
Different measures can be combined in a large variety of ways "
6 shows only a few examples of the result,s of combining different
measures, since the present paper only wishes to discuss the possible
uses of the situational approach and not all of the I:'esults which
can be attained" The increase in the maximum potential which results
when peI:'sons ax'e better informed can, for example, show the
scope of the possible adaptability of persons and the learning pl,o<ce,s"e,
which will always result when a planned policy is introduced"
more, one can thus estimate the extent to which, for example, longer
term changes could have an impact on behaviour.

tABLE 6

Nonetheless, the ways of reacting which have been depicted
may seem to be trivial" When one compares the resu.lts of the study
discussed above with the results of a comparable study dealing with
long-dist~nce travel, one clearly sees that one can expect much more
significant I:eactions to increases in the pr'ice of petI:'ol for those
trips which were excluded in the Hannover study- especially for
weekend tI'ips" (See the next part of this section,,)



However, a sensitisation of these explanatory trees clearly
showed that the gener'al. potential for change is greater. (See Table

8)
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Since the goal of the study was to determine market shares,
it was initially irr'elevant if these relative changes were caused
by the fact that one mode became cheaper/fasteI: or the other mode
became mor'e expensive/slower"

BRtiG

o The relative price for travel between train and plane was to be
altered by 25% and 50% and the relative price of travel between
public modes and car was to be altered by 50%, 100% and 200%"

o The relative amount of time spent travelling with the different
modes was to be changed by 20% and 40%"

The present study was to identify the impact which the
following measures would have on personal long distance travel:

This general potential for change is not yet related to a
specific planned measure" In further steps of the study, however,
one can determine the share of travellers who would generally r'eact
to changes in travel time or travel costs" However, identifying
these rather theoretical maximums is not the main goal of this step
of the study. Much more important is the fact that by identifying
those travellers who do not belong to the maximum potential, those
persons are ideilt,ifiedwho would definetly not respond to measures
affecting travel time and travel cost by changing mode"

The individual combination of the di.mensions is used to con
struct the explanatory tree. For persons travelling by car (divided
into two groups according to travel purpose), a comparatively minimal
potential for change is possible given status quo conditions" (See

Table 7)

In the second, qualitative part of this pI:'oject, the (actual)
reasons for making long distance trips with the mode used was to
be explained and the likely reactions to changed external conditions
waS to be forecast. (26) The situational. groups were differentiated
on hand of the seven dimensions listed at the beginning of this paper
and also referred to in the study done in Hannover.

Processing Personal Long Distance Travel in the Federal
Republic of Germany in a Model Structure

Compared with the amount of information on mobility in
areas which is available in the Federal Republic of Germany,

data available on long distance travel aI:'e comparatively sparse"
since such important and expensive decisions are still to

made concerning network construction for long distance tI:'avel,
the Minister of Transport authoI:'ized a cornpr'ehensive study to be

on peIsonal long distance travel (25) in 1979/1980"
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With the help of the situational analysis, four different
potentials for mode change could be identified:

a} The general potential for' change iI'respective of the implementa
tion of any specific measures"

b) The geneI'al potential for change when restrictions in one di
mension were done away with (e.g", it was assumed that perceived
travel time for mode used and its alternative would be the same,)

c) The current potential for change as the result of a specific
measure pertaining to one dimension (e"g., travel time of alter
native mode was reduced by 20%, then by 40%)"

d) Th:e current potential for change given status quo conditions
(i"e", the gr'oup with options),

Table 9 summarizes the different potentials for mode change
of pex:'sons travelling by car when the relative amount of time spent
tr'avelling with different modes is altered" (Group C is subdivided
according to t,pe different measures to be studied,,) If one looks
at "other" personal long distance trips, then one sees that 87% of
these trips are made by car and 8% are made by t,rain" (Potential A)
If the perceived travel costs are hypothetically equalized for' train
and car, only a maximum of 14% of the car' travellers would be willing
and or able to respond" (Potential B) This potentia'l shrinks when
the travel duration by train is reduced by 40%, then by 20% and
finally by 5% (~tential d1) or 4% (Potential C2). Given status quo
conditions, the maximum potential was already 2% of all persons
tIavelling by car" (Potential D) (See Table 9)

The maximum potential for change is similar when the relative
price for different modes is changed" This clearly indicates that
the most important way of responding to changed external conditions
affecting personal long distance travel is not by changing mode" (See
Table 10)

Initially, this analysis disregards the numbers of persons
who use different modes for their personal long distance trips, Howe,ve
when the relative number of traveller's using the diffex:ent modes is
considered, then the maximum share per mode for each planned measure
can be given, However, these figures should be used to identify the
Ielative nurnbex of persons using the modes and not to exactly forecast
the market share - since it is more or less impossible to do this"
Thus, it is appropriate to compute these values as indexes.. This was
done in Table 11,

All in all, the proportion of travellers using different modes
defines a realistic upper limit wh~ch shows the extent to which a
re-orientation of the long distance tI'avellers to other modes can
take place in specific situations" However, one should not forget
that this uppex' limit will not be reached in normal situations"
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The time "scenario" assumed that the total travel time for
the alternative train was reduced by 20%, and then assumed that the
time needed to travel by car was simultaneously increased by 20%,
This was then compared to a situation in which car travel time was
inc:r:'eased by 40% while the time it took to travel by t.:r:-ain remained
the same"

11

These changes in external conditions which are :r:'eferred to
in this paper, deal with time and cost; time, as well as cost were
studied by using two different 11 scenarios" "

The cost "scenario" assumed that the price of travelling by
car went, up by 50%, 100% and 200%, while the r'elative price of
travelling with t:r:ain and plane remained the same. (Simultaneous fare
inc:r:eases for plane tI'ips were disregarded here,,)

The time "scenario" showed that restrictive measures pertaining
to car: travel are much mor:e effective than reducing tr:ain travel time ..
Table 13 shows the relative changes in modes choice which could be
expected ..

The likely r'espouses to the three stages of the time "scenario"
are summarized in Table 12.. The potential increase in demand for
trains when travel time is simply reduced is ratheI moderate" When car
travel time increases, pe.rsons tend to respond by reducing trip fre
quency or travelling to a nearer destination" (See Table 12)

100
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The situations which have been depicted above did not deal
with the economic and social changes which would simultaneously have
occured had external conditions changed in the manner described above"
Therefore, the term "scenario", which refers to a specific interview
technique must be used with reservation" On the other hand, it is
obvious that if the relative price for gas triples, this will have
an economic impact which is greater than the behavioural changes which
have been discussed here, Therefore, the results presented here
"only" help to explain the mechanisms of personal long distance tr'avel)
and make it possible to forecast the individual behavioural changes
which would ,result under certain conditions,

In studying car tr'avellers' responses to the price of personal;,
long distance travel, only such expenses as gas and oil, etc .. were "
taken into consideration" The more drastic price increases would
have a considerable impact on personal long distance travel" This is
shown in Table 14"

570

The travellers would go to almost any extent in order to be
able to make their vacation trips - even if these have to be some
what altered" The vacation trips which are eliminated tend to be
the second and third yearly vacation trips which have become so
popular' in Germany in recent years" On the other hand, it is diffi
cult to similarly modify "other" personal long distance trips since
the destination of these trips is frequently fixed _ e"g", trips to
visit a weekend house or relatives who live in another city. Thus,
the number of these trips can easily be reduced, but it is difficult
to II

mo
dify " them" This resulted in the relative changes depicted inTable 15.

However, the findings of this study clearly show that the
existence and actualization of personal long distance travel is the
r'esult of highly complex decision-making processes wtUriin private
households" Although travel time and travel costs involved in using
different modes are important, it is the sUbjective perception of
these factors which influence decision-making" In concrete situations,
other factors besides only travel costs and travel time are important
in influencing behaviour" Thus, changes in costs and time have only
a limited effect on mode choice, The question of trip generation is
much more important" When it becomes difficult to make personal long~
distance trips, a change of mode is not the most likely response,
It is more frequent for persons taking vacation trips, to tr'avel to
a nearer destination and for persons making "other" personal trips
to reduce the frequency with which they make these t:rips"
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Different kinds of reactions for the various types of cate
gories (mode, tr'ip purpose, sociodemographic characteristics, etc,,) i

can naturally also be shown. Since such tables have been discussed
at length elsewhere (29), however, they are not to be repeated here,

Finally 1 it is not only behavioural l:'eactions which are of
importance when decisions are to be made concer'ning increases in fares
for public transpol:'tation, Other types of reactions are also impor":'
tant.. Table 20, for example, differentiates between those persons
whose household budgets would actually be adversely affected by fare
increases and those peI:'sons who simply- complain about fare increases"
A correlation of these reactions shows how demand might actually change,
the actual meaning of "protests" and also shows the cases of social
hardship which would result if fares were to be increased" Table 21
illustrates this"

When the uI'ban public transportation system has a relatively
differentiated fare str'uctur'e (special rates, weekly or monthly passes,
etc .. ) it r'epeatedly occurs that ,users of public transportation do
not purchase those types of tickets which would be least expensive
for them to use. However', when the fares are increased, persons
oft,en consciously decide (if frequently only temporar'ily) to use
those types of tickets for which they have to pay the least. The
situational approach also makes it possible to depict reactions of
this sort, This is shown in Table 19"

Determining Price Sensitivity in Urban Public Transport

The results of a study on price sensitivity in Munich, which
was done fo:r the Munich Integrated Transportation System (27), are
included in this review because these results so clearly show how
the situational approach makes it possible to differentiate between
very varied types of reactions, and does not only show a change of
mode, (28) The situat,ional groups were identified here using five
different dimensions.. (Since the topic being studied here was differ
ent from the topics previously discussed, five dimensions were suffi
cient,,) The combination of these different dimensions for the situ
ation on the day of sampling and the general situation is shown in
Table 16 and Table 17 .. Depending upon the situational group to which
they belong, the urban public transportation users can react to an
increase in fares by changing to other modes or by reducing the fre-
quency with which they use public transportation. This relationship
between situational groups and the types of possible reactions, which
was determined by using interactive measurement techniques, is summar
ized in Table 18"
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The Effects of Extending a Subway Route on the Out-of-House
Activity Pattern

A further pilot project was to try to win the trust of "classic"
transport planners who are still doubtful of the validity of such quali
tatively oriented models (30) The example which was chosen was the
extension of an existing subway I'oute in Spandau, Berlin (West)

Situational groups were identified using the seven dimensions
which have already repeatedly been referred to in this paper .. The groups
wer'e also differ'entiated according to the type of mode used .. The general
options which resulted are depicted in Tables 22 through 26"

In r'elationship to all of the trips which were made, 7% of the
users of individualised and non-motorised modes subjectively considered
the available urban public transportation system to be an option for them
even if they did not make use of this option" On the other hand, 5% of
those persons who used public transportation had the ortion of using an
alternative mode of transportation. This was important in the given
planning situation, since one could assume that the planned improvement
of the urban public transportation system would lead to a stabilisation
of this latt,er group and would insure that they would not change over
to other alternative modes"
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determined by interpersonal
considerations

not fixed

no response

The beginning of the activity is

Basis: 1,666 trips

ALLOCATION OF TIMES FOR ACTIVITIES

Situational Approach

If modal supply is changed, possible behavioural changes are
further limited by spatial and time-related conditions in the
patterns" Thus, Possible changes are intimately interrelated with
o the given "actor,1l in the situation;
o the destination;

o the manner in which time is organized within the framework of thedaily activi ty patteI"n"

TABLE 27

TABLE 28

- ~:.l".,y .'.""'''""

Half of the times fOI' all daily activities are pre-determined
(time when work begins, appointments, available time bUdget), while

othe:r times are flexible (Table 27)" Tables 28 and 29 show that
ties are usually bound either to a specific person or a specific
tion - i"e", they cannot be changed by imp:roving the modal SUpply.

~l. "., _..1 iy "k I"'''.hl.'
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The new subway line therefore influences the individual activity
pattern" This can be schematically shown as follows:

DIAGRAM 4

New Unde:g oun':

[14-.,...--,.........,.---~destination
substitution

I

:":0 modal
switc!1.

c.i=ek: :nodal
swit-=:!1.I

le framework of the

time substitut:i,on ~

?ersor. substi ::.ut~"on f-

y :'10 "ubsti::.ut~"cn i--
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF A NEW UNDERGROUND LINE

The direct modal switch determines the size of the potential
number of users of the new subway line" This can go hand in hand with
substitutions ·in the hitherto existing activity pat,tern characteristics ..

However', in an inter'personal obse:rvation of the behavioural unit
"household", a reorganisation of the activity pattern is very possible ..
Thus, a policy pertaining to public transit can change the activity
patterns of persons who neither previously used public transit, nor will
use it in the future ..

With the aid of the situational concept, the potential number of
persons with options open to them is determined for the new subway route"
This includes that g.z:'oup of persons which has the option of using the
subway, but due to its subjective preferences, is only conditionally wil
ling to use the subway .. When this group is taken into account, the sub
way potential can be depicted as a spread - i .. e." as a proportion of pos
sible users in relationship to the total number of travellers, The dimen
sion "degree to which info:rmed" can be first viewed as a behaviou:ral re
gUlarity for planning, in the subjective attitudinal dimension .. On the
one hand, this is represented as a constant, while, on the other hand,
one assumes that this information barrier can be broken .. The following
potential for the new subway I'esults:
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6,9% ~, 10,2%
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no PR
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One can describe the observable tendencies as follows:

A new destination is visited for evexy tenth trip affected by
change. Most destination switches are in the direction of the
accessible central business district"

The "length of trip" changes in every 4 out of 5 reorganized trips,
Average travel time is considerably r'educed"

For almost every 2nd reorganized trip, the length- of time spent
at the destination is altered" Time gained with the new mode is
predominantly used to spend more time at destination"

o

Of those persons who already use public transit, a good third
will use the new subway line" For all tr'ips made within the area which
it serves, the subway offer's an equivalent which is particularly attrac
tive because it helps save time. In the concrete situat,ion, it also maki
the central business dist,rict easier to reach; this will cause changes
in destination to result"

o

o

These :r:esults make it possible to re-evaluate or modify t,raditil~

nal but insufficiently analyzed assumptions about behavioural regulari~

ties - such as the concept of a constant travel time-budget" ,.
,t

Altered travel behaviour as a result of the new subway coveragg
in the area studied influences the spatial and time-related organisatiO
of the activity pattern .. And the identification of activity patterns wa'
an import,ant aspect of this study. 11 % of the trips, 13% of the activit
patterns, and 28% of the households in which 35% of the mobile persons
live are affected by changes which are brought on by the new subway sup
These figures show that the effect of the new subway line is great,er th
a simple observation of the number of individual trips would show ..

Table 31 shows the reorganisation in the activity patterns whi~
takes place when the new policy is instituted. It is diffexentiated ac~
ding t,o current modal split" (Table 31 is depicted on the following
page) .
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61 7 14 3 66,7

16 3 85, ] )3,3
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REORGANISAIION ili'lD ACIIVIIY PAl'TERN CHANGES

lolode:

Forecasting Future Bicycle Use

*1 Change of basis

All reo!'ganized trips: *)

All trl-ps:

o

reorgani~ation of
travel time

o no reorganisation of
travel time

o reorganisation with
destination change

o reor'ganisation with no
destination change

o not reorganized

o reorganized

reorganisation of length
of time spent at destination

o no reorganisation of length of
time spent at destination

It is obvious that the majority of mobile persons are basically
'Ri free to use bicycles if they wish to do so .. The fact that they do not do
,~ so is caused, to a large extent, by their personal attitudes toward the
,iij,: use of bikes., This insight clearly shows the limitations of forecasting
, modal split with conventional methods" Forecasting models which have been:i;,;, used in transport planning up until now are not adequately able to depict
o subjective attitudes and possible changes,
'B~organized trips,
'f:it' Therefore, in order to forecast the possible bicycle potential,
;~ a special study on potential was done (32) in conununi ties which had up
'.~ to 80,000 inhabitants, Data was collected for thx'ee areas of the Federal
iJi Republic of Germany - one had a good, one a medium, and one a poor cyc-
:;s ling infrastructure" The survey was done in two steps" In the first step,

or modify tradit~~ present travel behaviour was determined on a specific sampling day in the
.aviouI'al regulari±~ spring of 1980 for the population which was surveyed. 16,,4% of all trips
budget,,;'i were made by bicycle on this day" The percentage of individualized modes

>i of transportation, which was 55% in the survey on potential, was extra-
m ordinarily high" As a result, the percentage of persons using public
" transit was only 6%, This was due to the size of the communities which

'11 were chosen to be included in the survey" Also important is the fact that
j~ when target persons were chosen, middle aged persons were given preference

and inunobile persons were partially excluded; since the survey was a
pilot study, it wanted predominantly to deal with persons who might use
bicycles rather than with persons (older people, immobiles) unlikely to
Use bicycles"
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D I M E N S I D N D E S C R I P T I 0 N

OBJECTIVE OPTION - Bicycle available
OF USING BICYClES - Irip less th~

15 kilometers

CONSTRAINTS AGAINSI USING e. g - Baggage transport
BICYClES OR REQUIRING USE - Weather conditions
OF SPECIFIC MODE - Health reasons

- Car needed at work

PERCEPTION OF e,g - No bicycle paths

~ - roo many hills

- Dangerous intersections

PERCEPTION OF RIDING e, g. - roo slow
AND TIME REQUIRED - roo tiring

- Clothes get dirty

SUBJECTIVE WILLINGNESS Personally willing to use the

mode bicycle

As a first step in the analysis, all trips which were made
other modes were excluded if the distance to the destination (return
not included) was more than '15 kilometers. For these trips (a total of
24%), cycling would be a viable alternative only in borderline cases ..
was shown that, given the concrete conditions which applied to the
ling day, only 3% (situational group VI) of the trips which had been
made could have been made per bicycle" Two-thirds of the trips
nal group 11) made on the sampling day were restricted to use of the
actually used due to constraints; the alternative bicycle was not
le (Table 32),

Situational Approach

DIAGRAM 5

Five specific dimensions were selected here to identify the
tional groups (33):

584

The second part of the sUIvey dealt vtlth the 84% of the trips
which had not been made with bicycles, Reasons for non-use of bicycles
were analyzed in intensive interviews in which all household membeI's
present" InteIactive measurement methods were used"

I L J STD F THE 0 I MEN S ION S I

However, in ordeI' to estimate whether a modal change is pos
and how high this potential is, an analysis of the specific situation
the sampling day is insufficient" In order to forecast modal split
situational groups must be freed from all t,ernporary constraints - that
conditions, such as bad weather, which are variable. The overall option
of using a bicycle, which is 30%, is comparatively large (Table 32)
our initial assumption that bicycle use is frequently possible, was
to be correct" The use of bicycles is primarily inhibited by st:r".int:s·
and, in spite of the generally positive attitude towaId cycling, by the
difficulty of transforming subjective insights into actual behaviour,
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TABLE 32

A classification of this potential accor'ding to the modes which
had been used (Table 33) shows that the likelihood of substituting pub
lictranspor'tation trips with cycling trips is the greatest, while it is
least likely that a car trip be substituted with a cycling trip. If one
assumes that most cities do not wish to lose urban public transit patro
nage to cycling, and realizes that an important reason for encouraging
bicycle use is to reduce automobile traffic, then. it is obvious that
although breaking down subjective barriers to cycling may rapidly in
crease the volume of cycling traffic, this increase in cycling may fre
quently be at the expense of the IIwrong" modes ..
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L{The structuralisation of the individual (decision-making) 1
situation offers one the possibility to determine the likely potentiat~
for different ax'eas of measures .- and thus, the acceptance of measures:"m
in these ar'eas" The different ar'eas of measures ax'e identical with the:;~
five dimensions, and in relationship to possible measures, they can be~
roughly fox'ffiulated as follows:

o Dimension "objective option":
Basic availabll·ity of bicycles {e"g", making it possible to rent
bicycles;

o Dimension 11 constraints" :
Only constraints pertaining to bicycle itself (baggage transport
needed, weather conditions) are referred to here, since other
constraints (e"g .. passengers, car needed at work, complex trip
chains) cannot be dealt with by the measures discussed in the
present paper~

o Dimension" :routes n:
Impr'ovement of bicycle infrastructure ~

o Dimension "riding bicyqles":
Public relations work geared at clarifying misconceptions and
incorr'ect perceptions ~

o Dimension "subjective willingness"·:
Increase in the number of persons willing to chan~e to use of
bicycle by creating a climate of opinion in the community which
is favourably disposed to bicycles"

For each of these areas of measu:r'es, it is possible to determi~ll
the maximum potential for change, which is the upper limit for possible,
reactions when all the necessary measures have been adapted (from the
point of view of the individuals affected) in this area (Table 33) ,,{~
However, this upper limit is a more or' less theoretical value which Wil!
never, in fact, be attained" Those reactions which are actually to beH'
expected can be estimated using the responsiveness coefficients wh~ch ~
are interactively determined .. This coefficient shows how high the per-in
centage of likely mode change is from the given potential" -

When deter'mining: the number of persons who react, one should nbf
forget that the values in per:'centages of the given potentials only per]~
tain to a limited group of travellers - L,e .. , non-bicycle trips of 15S
kilometers or less" For this reason, the potentials in Table 33 are al~;

calculated for all trips (including bicycle trips) ~ with the help of th';
x'esponsiveness coefficients, the behavioural changes were determined
(as a percentage of all trips).

This calculation - which is of great value for purposes of for~.~
casting - serves here, however, as the basis to estimate the acceptance'
of measures (34). An acceptance index was established for this purposej';
It relates the bicycle use which can be expected when a policy has been'
intI'oduced, to the present shaxe of bicycle trips. The present share of:
16" 4% was set equal to 1.00 .. An acceptance index of 2" 00 would then me~~

that twice as many persons would use bicycles, While an acceptance indcl
of 1,,00 would indicate that no change had taken place (Table 33)"

The different acceptance indexes show that even if no new mea
sures were adapted, an increase in cycling would still occur. This is
predominantly due to the fact that the current climate of opinion in
Germany is pro-bicycle .. Due to further developments since the study was
done (especially since the price of gas keeps going up), one can assume
that the gene:ral acceptance of the bicycle at present will increase ev~

more in the fU.ture"
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1) Percentage of likely reSlX>nses fran f.Otential A
2) Including bicycle
3) Frcrn p::;tential B
4) Likely reactions out of p:>tential B in relationshi? to the nresent bicycle share (16,4% 1,00)
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One can assume that it can no longer be the goal of well con
sidered community planning to implement specific policies in isolation
Thus, it is the goal of the project "A Town for Cyclists" to also im
prove the climate of opinion in the communities in favour of cycling
order to increase the effectiveness of any other measures" This
can be demonstrated using the figures which are available" If one
to pinpoint the acceptance of specific types of measures when c~;,~~~~~:::1
them with positively influencing the climate of opinion within
ties, then the potential grows considerably and the responsiveness;
thus the acceptance indexes grow cumulatively (Table 34)" Measures
ihg with the bicycle itself (baggage loading facilities, weather pro'
tection etc,,) and public relations work (clarifying misconceptions and
correcting negative perceptions) are more important than impr9ving the
infrastructure ..

However, one should be careful not to come to a false
here" The responsiveness and acceptance of measures pr'esented here
with the possible use of the bicycle - i"e" with the mode change.
spective of the fact that other aspects are not taken into
here (impr'ovement of neighbor'hood quality, for instance), this does
mean that an imprmvement in the bicycle infrastructure does not also
play an impoJ:'tant - if not decisive - role in stabilizing the new
tial of those persons who change mode" This becomes clear if one
deI's the cumulative effect of all of the different areas of measures
(Table 35). This evaluation also shows that in the towns studied (with
populations ranging from 50,000 - 80,000), almost three-fourths of all
trips made by the mobile population (for the most part between 20 and
60 years of age) could possibly be made by bicycle and that the share
trips made by bicycle could, at least in the long run, almost double ..
These upper limits, of course, cannot be attained" or only over a
period of time, given conditions as they are at present .. Previous ex
periences with comparable studies (35) show, however, that almost half
of this maximum potential can be attained - when the appropriate
aI'e taken - in the not coo distant future., For "A Town for Cyclists"
means that one can assume that the acceptance index will be
1.40. This acceptance index only pertains to the willingness
mode if measures are taken to encourage cycling" A number of studies,
however', have shown that a comparable effect could result (perhaps
more quickly) if x'estrictive measures pertaining to car use ar"e taken"
In this case, even in larger cities with good public transportation,
number' of car drivers who would change over to bicycles is about twice
as large as the nwnber of car drivers who would change over to public
transportation.
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If lldisaggregate" is to mean that the model structure is actual
ly to be gear:ed to the individual "actors" in transportation, then the
goal of these models has not been reached yet (46). Up until now, the
internal model structure has been too strongly emphasized, as has the
algorithm used for the purpose" However, one must, not forget that indi
viduals do not necessaI:'ily behave according to the pattern called for by
the given model structure. Ther'efore, the advantage of using the present
disaggregate appr'oaches lies in the fact that these mor'e accurately des
cribe behaviour from a mathematical/statistical point of view .. But the
disaggt'egate models are not much better at explaining than the mature
aggregate approaches .. One of the reasons for this is the evident lack of
basic resear'ch which has been done on the pI:oblem" However, basic re-

One of the reasons for this is that the whole situational back
ground pertinent for decision'-making is inadequately reflected in these
models" Since the different models emphasize different factors, the in
accuracies differ"

Individual decision-making behaviour is generally subject to re
gularities other than those claimed by behavioural models - disaggragate
models as well ..

CONCLUSIONS

TABLE 35 MAXIMUM PO'lENrIAL AND ACCEPIANCE OF rHB DIFFERENT rYPES OF

MEASURES WHEN :rHEIR EFFECTS ARB VIEWED CUHUIA TIVEI Y
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